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INTRODUCTION 

 
 

The Life Force Energies of the Channels is one of the least explored areas in Human 

Design.  A great deal of written and audio material is available about Gates, but 

very limited information on the Channels.   

 

This course, originally taught in an 11-lecture series in 2008, was designed for 

newcomers as well as long time students of Human Design.  It offers an in-depth 

examination of the Channel as a quantum expression of Gates.   

 

We hope you enjoy this journey. 

 

 

~ 
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Lecture Nine 

The Forces of Preservation 
 

 

We get to one of those fascinating places within the construct of the BodyGraph, 

these forces of preservation that are better known as the Defense Circuit, that is, 

this alignment out of the Sacral Center at the core to either side and in that sense 

creating two very, very unique channel systems.   

 

When we talk about, for example, emotional Generators and most people when they 

think about an emotional Generator they think about anyone who happens to be a 

Generator and happens to have a defined emotional system.  And in the broadest 

sense of the word, that's true.  But there's only one pure emotional Generator.  That 

is, there is only one emotional Generator in which that relationship is a direct one, 

that is, the direct connection that 

is there between the Sacral Center 

and the emotional system. And in 

that sense, it is very unique in the 

way in which it operates.  It's very 

unique in the way in which it be-

comes an Authority in the life, 

because obviously the moment we 

have a defined Solar Plexus sys-

tem, we have an Authority. 

 

And of course, on the other side, 

again, we have a very similar con-

struct.  However, on the other side 

we have something else as well.  

That is, there are two direct ways 

in which the Sacral Center and the 

splenic center can be connected to each other.  And we know that in relationship to 

the 34 that in dealing with integration, we’re dealing with something that is a very 

primitive theme.  And at the same time, it is deeply coupled to this, these two direct 

connections that are there between the Sacral and the Spleen. 

 

And again, this thing about being a splenic Generator, there are many kinds of splen-

ic Generators, but there are only these two versions in which the relationship is a 

direct relationship and it makes a difference, it makes a large difference.  And ob-

viously, in this particular situation in which you have these two variations of the 

connection of the Sacral to the splenic system, that what you have is a Sacral Au-

thority that is endowed with splenic awareness.  In other words, this is where the 

intelligence is.  This is where the awareness is. 
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The Defense Circuit 

It is known in Design, anybody who studies Design, 

you begin by examining circuits in the BodyGraph.  

We have two tribal circuits.  We will look at the rest of 

the tribal forces next week.  Here we have what is 

known as a minor circuit, there are two minor circuits 

in the BodyGraph, that is, the Centering Circuit [left], 

which is that movement from the 51 to the 25 and 

then from the 10 down here to the 34.  And that's a 

minor circuit is individual in its nature.  And then we 

have the minor circuit of the Defense Circuit [below 

right] and of course this is deeply tribal in its nature, 

but it's more than deeply tribal.   

 

 

 

The name I give to this force, that is, the force of 

preservation is, in fact, the very name of the 

channel itself, that is, this channel; the 50/27 is 

the Channel of Preservation.  Obviously, this is 

intimacy over here.  But both of them are about 

the same thing.  And the other thing to recognize 

about the grounding of these forces is that these 

forces are grounded in the only two genetic role 

gates. 

 

Role Gates 

We have six role gates in the BodyGraph, and the role gates are very important for 

the development of your analytical skills.  That is, to be able to understand lines, 

which is one of the most important aspects of learning Human Design, the first thing 

is to understand the construct itself, that is, the construct of the hexagram, and then 

to begin to look at lines theoretically, that is, the value that's inherent in each of the 

lines through their keynoting, as an example.   

 

But in order to really understand the way in which a line lives, because, after all, 

lines are the surface, so it’s really what we get to see, is that we get to see the lines 

at work.  After all, all these activations, whatever activation you have, in terms of 

the surface, the bottom line is the bottom line.  That is, it's the line itself, the line is 

the surface.  Below the line is never the surface.  Below the line you enter into the 

separate domains of personality and design, and they only come together holistically 

through what we see as a line.  So, the lines are very important.  They represent the 

surface dynamic, the surface imprint that is there. 
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The six role gates, for example, five of the six names directly apply in profile come 

from the 10th gate, from the 2nd to the 6th line; the 1st line is called modesty and it 

has a different value.  It’s called the investigator in terms of profile.  But in fact, all 

of the profile terminology is rooted in the line divisions of the 10th gate, which of 

course is the gate of the behavior in the world.  And given that profile is our cos-

tume, this is where you the deepest rooted value within the line.  Alokanand Diaz del 

Rio in his ongoing process of looking at continuity and connectivities, said continuity 

is one of those things in Design that is really, really important to grasp.  

 

So, when we look at the role gates, that is, the 

10th gate, the 7th gate, the 1st gate and the 13th 

gate, those are the four role gates of the self, that 

is, the four role gates of identity.  And if you look 

at their lines, for example, if you look at your pro-

file and you see you’ve got a 1st line profile, look at 

the 1st line of the 10, of the 7, of the 1, and of the 

13.  It doesn’t matter whether you have it or not.  

It's about understanding that inherent in the value 

of the line itself, that is, in your profile, which is a 

synthetic expression, 70% in that sense of what 

you are, that in that line in your profile is the con-

tinuity to all of the 1st lines. 

 

The Sacral Center: The Life Force 

But to really get a grasp on it, to learn analytically how to get a feel for lines, then 

you look at the role gates.  But there is a big difference between the four role gates 

of the identity, which is very, very much connected to the potential development of 

the personality, and the role gates of the Sacral that in the end are very much about 

the physical life itself.  Obviously, the Sacral Center being what it is, it is the center 

of life.  It is the great fertile force that is there within us.  And without this fertile 

force, there is no way as a bio-form that we are going to be able to either function or 

survive.  More than that, there is no way that we are going to be able to procreate. 

 

When we take a look at life, all life, every single one of the forms that I was given 

other than the inanimate all have a Sacral Center.  You cannot be without it.  It is 

the life force.  And it is something deeply, deeply, deeply to grasp about the Sacral, 

why, in fact, so much is dependent on Generators.  When I say that, the dependency 

on the Generator has nothing to do with the individual process.  But if there is going 

to be a transformation in society, if there is going to be a transformation in your 

family, in your neighborhood, in your community, that transformation has to come 

out of Generators.  They are the ones with the great enveloping aura.  And they’re 

the ones that are constantly giving life what its potential fertility happens to be.  We 

cannot exist without the force that is there within the Sacral Center. 
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Genetic Role Gates 

And when we're looking at role gates, these are genetic role gates, they’re not iden-

tity role gates, they are genetic role gates.  And they’re called genetic role gates 

simply because they are there to fulfill the genetic imperative.  And the genetic im-

perative is very simple: Make more.  That's the genetic imperative.  Make more, 

make more, make more and make more.  In fact, be born, make more and die.  It's 

not a very romantic description, but what to do, this is the genetic imperative.   

 

The genes are not interested in the quality of your life, please be aware of that, they 

really aren’t.  They are so far away from the illusion that exists on the surface.  And 

obviously, within their own nature, they are not cognitive.  I can anthropomorphize 

the genes all I like, but they don't know 

what the hell is going on, they’re just 

mechanisms, in that sense.  And they are 

mechanisms that operate in a specific 

way.  We are designed to be fertile and to 

reproduce.  This is the bio-form. 

 

So we have genetic roles for that.  And 

those genetic roles dominate us.  And 

they dominated us in the deepest, deep-

est possible way.  We all know that.  We 

all know how we are dependent on the 

serendipity of the encounter of our par-

ents to produce and support and raise us, 

if you think about it that way.  That is, there's an enormous difference between a 

child that is born into the middle class in advanced society, than a child that is born 

into some Third World dilemma.  There are all kinds of things in all of that.  We are 

always at the mercy of what is the reproductive program.  The reproductive program 

begins with the genetic combination that is going to be the result of any bond.   

 

When I look mechanically at the population explosion, so-called, things started to 

heat up in 1781, this is when global warming began.  It began on the inside and 

began on the outside.  You’ve got this incredible heating up and with this incredible 

heating up you have this enormous expansion that takes place in every possible way.  

The fact of the matter is that the billions and billions of human beings on this planet 

produce enough heat on their own to make an enormous difference in the tempera-

ture of the planet compared to what it was like 350 years ago when the population 

was 130th, 140th whatever it was of what it is today.  All of this heat and all of this 

reproduction and all of this expansion of the population is in order to be able to open 

up the broadest possible spectrum for mutation.  Bio-forms advance through muta-

tion.  This is the mechanism.   
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The Theme of Preservation 

So, one of the things for us to understand is that this theme of preservation and it's 

not the theme of preservation of the individual, it’s not the theme of preservation of 

the bond and its offspring, it is the preservation of the species.  That's a big formula.  

It's very powerful.  One of the most extraordinary things, and you can sort of see it 

just sneaking out of the corner here, is the 55th gate.  The 55th gate is the center of 

where this deep mutation is taking place now in humanity and in the Solar Plexus 

Center.  But there is something really very, very fascinating about that, because of 

course, the 55th gate is the opposition of the 59th gate.   

 

One of the things to pay attention to, particularly if you’re a relatively newcomer to 

Design, is to sit down and stare at the wheel, the Rave Mandala, and get a good 

resolution.  And just stare at it and look at the way it 

works, because the wheel is so incredible.  Truly, the 

Rave Mandala is really something incredible.  One of 

the things that you get to see, aside from all of the 

symmetries and the movement of pattern and the 

beauty of what that wheel is, is that when you begin 

to look at oppositions you begin to see something 

really magical.   

 

When you see the oppositions through their hexagram 

chop, you begin to see that every opposition is simply 

a perfect mirror of the other, it is a perfect mirror; all 

around the wheel, wherever you look, these incredible perfect mirrors, the “this and 

that.”  And the “this and that” in the end is an illusion because the mutation that's 

taking place here is going to be a mutation that's going to impact here.  It’s going to 

bring one of the most important mutations in the history of our process.   

 

The Channel of Intimacy 

The future has two possible tracks.  And 

those two possible tracks are written here 

in this channel, this channel of intimacy, 

the great force that drives us to bond.  Not 

only is it a force that drives us to bond, but 

it is a force that is designed to break down 

barriers.  There is absolutely nothing on 

this planet that is more penetrating than a 

59/6.  They can get into your aura the way 

a hot knife goes through butter, because 

this is the mechanism.  It is very, very, 

very powerful.  And there are two ways this 

can go, because it's all being determined by 

the genetic role that says how am I going 
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to get the other, how am I going to get them?  What role am I going to play to bring 

them into this bond?  And the role I'm going to play to get them into this bond has 

become more complex, because in this bond I actually want a specific result, a spe-

cific genetic result.   

 

In other words, what's happening to the 59 in the way in which it's going to mutate 

is that it's going to become more and more discerning, and more and more discern-

ing in order to end one reproductive tract and open up another.  That ending of one 

track happens to be us, human.  That opening up of the other track is rave, the fu-

ture.   

 

Population Crashes 

Many, many years ago, I guess the first time I talked about it was in the early 90s, 

and there was particular concern at that time about population expansion and all 

these things, and along with telling people that neutrinos have mass, which wasn't 

science yet, I was telling them that the population was going to crash, don't be too 

concerned.  And that population crash isn't about the traditional ways in which popu-

lation crashes.   

 

Population crashes are normal, they’re normal in all mammals, they’re normal in all 

species, as a matter of fact.  Normally, a population crash is environmental.  And it’s 

environmental in the sense that for certain species if there are not enough resources, 

there is a real dying off.  Sometimes it comes from disease.  In the case of killer 

monkeys, Homo sapiens, we invented population crashes, like the Second World War 

where hundreds of millions of people just simply disappeared from the planet.  There 

are many ways of a classic population crash.  And of course, there are other things.  

There are disasters, the crash of the dinosaur population because of a meteorite 

hitting the planet.  There are all kinds of crashes, in that sense.   

 

But what is interesting here is that this is an old formula.  It is a very old formula.  

As a matter of fact, it is an ancient formula.  It is the way in which mutation finally 

takes hold.  One way becomes less and less attractive in terms of the genetic me-

chanics; the other way becomes the way of least resistance.  And of course, what 

that means is that the way in which we are going to be open to the other is slowly 

going to diminish over time because it is going to be more selective as an indicator.  

It is not going to be blindly looking for the other side because the tradition has al-

ways been that there is only one obvious goal in that bond, the reproduction of 

another human.   

 

It is very different when the 59th gate becomes, through its opposition, this perfect 

mirror, it becomes the place where the kind of fertility begins to change, which 

means that the way the roles will be played out, not that their quality will change, 

but their attention to specific detail in the other will change.  Again, this is part of the 

awakening of the Solar Plexus and part of the awakening of the neural transforma-

tion in the Solar Plexus, that neural transformation that leads to a different kind of 
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potential cognition, a different quality of intelligence, and a different way of reading 

the other.   

 

The Change in the Life Force’s Focus 

So of course, when we’re dealing here with this channel we have to see that as a 

force, as a life force, it is the primary foundation of the establishment of that force.  

The continuation of that force, the continuity of that force is something that is embo-

died in the 59/6.  And it means that when this life force changes its focus, an enorm-

ous change takes place.  So we are going to move into an era in which we are going 

to have less and less viable births, less and less viable conceptions is probably a 

better way of putting that, and what we're going to end up with, ultimately what has 

been predicted by all of this from the beginning 

of this revelation, is that these beings, these 

raves, are going to begin to emerge.  This is 

where all the pressure is now and where the 

pressure is going in terms of doing that. 

 

I have been discussing the fact that the rise of 

prostate cancer and the rise of autism and I'd 

been talking about this since the early 90s that 

these are directly associated with the mutation 

that is taking place in the Solar Plexus system.  

And one of the things you can see is that this 

higher ratio-- it isn't simply a matter of what they'd like to say, well, maybe it's be-

cause only now we’re reporting all these cases-- the reality is that there is this in-

credible increase percentage-wise in the number of children that are being born with 

these handicaps, a number of men that are suffering from prostate cancer.  The 

reality is that this is the earliest aspect of this shift beginning to take hold.  It’s 

something really to grasp. 

 

Again, I think one of the dilemmas of working with a graphic like a BodyGraph is that 

you don't see that it is something that is alive, that it is sparking and it is full of the 

movement of information and the transformation of information into activity, into 

neural activity, into muscle movement, into the illusion on the surface.  This is a 

living thing.  And this deep, deep life force inside of it, the root life force of it here in 

the 59/6, this is the driving force that keeps this species going, and it’s changing.  

And when the root life force changes, everything changes, because what is going to 

be preserved is what is new.  And what is not going to be preserved is us. 

 

Human Design and the Individual 

Human Design is about the liberation of the individual from the overwhelming mo-

mentum of the program towards the future.  It has already passed us by.  The world 

is homogenized.  We can thank the seven-centered being for that; the mind, decision 

making through the mind, the distortion of the world, the lemmings all moving to-
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wards the cliff.  But by being able to see within the mechanics, we end up with a 

being able to take advantage of that, to escape the homogenization.   

 

But to recognize something else, to recognize how important it is for the individual to 

fulfill their process.  There’s no point waiting around for the next life.  This is not the 

beginning of a movie.  This is the end of the movie.  We are here to live out our 

uniqueness, because this is the only way that we can escape this.   

 

It also says something very, very, very special.  I know this myself.  I have a deep 

love for my children and I recognize that in every child being born, this is an incredi-

ble opportunity that must not be lost, because there are going to be less and less, 

and each and every one of them needs to be able to live in the world that they are 

going to live in.  A world that will not be rooted in the tribal collective, a world that 

will not be rooted in the institutions and the concerns of societies, the movement 

away from the Cross of Planning.  The movement into the era of the 59-55, the 

Sleeping Phoenix, the cycle of the Phoenix, a cycle that is so deeply individual.  The 

59-55 with the 20/34, I am busy now surviving.   

 

The Solar Plexus System 

This life force is an extraordinary one.  Think about it this way; think about the way 

in which this mutation is transforming everything about the nature of the Solar Plex-

us system.  The Solar Plexus system operates in a wave; we all know that, it’s part 

of basic Design.  The emotional wave, the high, the low, it never stops rolling along.  

So that every human being that has emotional definition has the challenge in their 

life to reorient themselves to a new kind of timing, not to be in a hurry, to be able to 

ride the wave like a surfer, to be able to develop great depth by being able to take in 

as they move through their wave.   

 

And because the wave is so powerful, it dominates life.  Nearly 51% of humanity is 

emotional.  It means just about every emotional couple, just about every emotional 

partnership, just about every family has emotional nature one way or another, condi-

tioned or otherwise.  That there is no truth in the now, we are blinded by the reality 

that there is no truth in the now.  All of this is the result of the emotional wave, and 

the only way we understand emotions is through that wave.  I never speak of the 

emotions as offering true awareness.  It can offer clarity; it can offer an assessment 

that takes place over time, that’s never 100 percent.  It can't be because this is a 

wave.   

 

And yet what we know, both from the knowledge of Human Design and from modern 

medicine, that within the Solar Plexus is a neural bundle that is far more impressive 

than what we have in our neo-cortex.  They are only beginning to discover the neur-

al depth that is there in the Solar Plexus.  We know that this is the Root of the 

emerging awareness that is going to come out of the Solar Plexus.  For students in 

Design who study substructure with me, it is clear for us that the new cognitive po-

tential that is there in the 4th, the 5th and the 6th tones, that this brings a new quality 

of cognition, a new potential for intelligence in humanity.   
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Now, think about this relationship of the 55 where the mutation is taking place, the 

59 that is its perfect mirror, and the 59 that is the fertile power that meets where 

the wave is created, because the 6th gate is what creates the wave.  It is out of the 

6th gate that the three waves of the emotional system emerged, in the same way 

that is out of the 50th gate that the three waves of intelligence—instinct, intuition, 

judgmentation—that they arose out of this 50th gate. 

 

These systems are primary to us.  And obviously this mutation that's taking place 

here—and it's not like it starts in 2027, it started in 1781.  It started a long time 

again, at least in our framework of time.  This isn’t something that’s starting in 19 

years.  It’s something that is 

finally going to reach the sur-

face after all this underground 

work since 1781, and it is 

going to have an impact on 

the nature of the wave, be-

cause the power of the wave 

is actually going to be dimi-

nished.   

 

It will open up the possibility 

for the expression of the cog-

nition underneath without the 

distortion of the wave, so this 

life force here, of all the life forces we've been looking at, this is the one that really 

in the end is a key.  It's always been the key.  It draws you and me together.  This is 

what it does.  It bonds human beings.  It locks us together in our dance; it locks us 

together in this intimacy.  It locks us into the sexual encounter that is inherent in 

this.  And the encounter that is intended to produce offspring.  We can see that the 

intent remains the same, but the mutation will make it so different.   

 

The 6th Gate 

When you think about the way in which intimacy operates, because the 6th gate car-

ries everything about the Solar Plexus within it, it carries the touch and it carries the 

feeling and it carries the emotional intuitive grasp, it has all of that.  And it means 

it's taking in information.  We do not blindly go into a connection with somebody.  

Just because you're a 59 and somebody has a 6 doesn't mean you’re going to make 

love.  You will find attraction there, obviously, but it doesn't mean there is going to 

be a bond because there are other things, after all, we’re a holistic being, there are 

other things that become part of it.  

 

One of the things to recognize is that we have a very brute recognition through 

things like touch and feeling.  In other words, a kind of clarity, sort of, that we get 

from the wave interpretation.  But the thing to recognize is that the moment the 
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mutation begins to take hold, these values, that is, the feeling value, whatever it is, 

these values are actually going to have a cognitive quality.   

 

The 59th Gate: Searching for the Mutative Partner 

In other words, they're not just going to be intangibles anymore.  They're going to 

begin to take on a real cognitive value.  The first thing that they're going to be able 

to do is that they’re going to be able to discern through that feeling, through the 

aura, through the touch, they're going to be able to discern whether or not it's possi-

ble through that other to be able to produce a mutation.  Because as we move closer 

and closer to 2027 there is more and more pressure building on the 59 to find the 

right mutative partner.  It takes two to tango.   

 

We have something in the most advanced levels of the knowledge, it’s called Va-

riables, and variables basically pinpoint our relationship, in a sense, to the past and 

the future.  The most extreme of the future variables, which is built on what is called 

a quadruple right, all of this is what is necessary to bring a rave child into the world, 

and to bring them into the world post-2027.  Everything has its markers.   

 

So, what's happening in the 59 is that the 59 is beginning to search for a mutative 

partner.  It is not searching for simply a partner that is acceptable.  It is looking for 

something else.  It’s getting more and more finicky.  We already see that.  We give it 

another name.  It’s so funny the way the social context of life is interpreted by the 

homogenized experts.  Take a look at all the advanced countries.  And what's the 

first thing you notice in all the advanced countries, is that the moment they become 

advanced they have less and less children.  And everybody claims that's because of 

economic, selfishness, this and that and the other thing.  Well, it's a change that's 

taking place in the 59th gate.  It's changed that’s taking place. 

 

There is a different kind of selection process that’s at work, a very different kind.  

The infertility rates have been going up astronomically over the last 25 years.  Most 

of the blame on that is environmental.  That is, they blame the chemistry that has 

become a part of our lives that we take in every day from all kinds of different areas.  

It’s a nice way of explaining it to people so that they feel like it makes sense.  This is 

how homogenization works, because if you don’t really know how something works, 

you make something up.  This is what the collective does all the time with its ideas 

and its facts.  It doesn't necessarily mean that the facts are true or the ideas are 

interesting, but this is what they do.  

 

We have a transition that's taking place here in this life force.  And it's changing 

what the future is going to look like in terms of the life force, because this is the 

trigger that is bringing about the emergence of a new species.  It has to come from 

here.  It can all start here.  This is the mutation, but again, the perfect mirror, this 

direct route to the transformation in the way in which the fertility process is going to 

operate.   
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It’s still going to be the same themes.  The seducer will still seduce, but they’re look-

ing to seduce something very, very specific because they're looking—they don't 

know, by the way, what they’re looking for—I’m anthropomorphizing.  They’re simply 

not going to be fertile in certain situations.  This again goes back to one of the ad-

vantages of correctness, that if you're operating correctly in this life, you don’t con-

cern yourself with all these things, life unfolds the way it should.   

 

The Channel of Preservation 

All right, we come to the other side.  I guess this is one of the aspects of us that 

makes us different, in a way.  It is here that we take on a very special quality.  That 

is, we take on the quality of altruism that we begin to be concerned about the other.  

The Channel of Preservation, after all.  The 27th gate is a great gate of nurturing.  It 

is about making sure, as a genetic role gate, 

that inherent in all of us in the continuity of 

our design, that we all have a specific way in 

which we are designed to look after the oth-

er.  And particularly in that context, that is 

the chemistry that draws us to be concerned 

about our own genetic connection to the oth-

er. 

 

What the impact that a child has on its moth-

er is in many ways an obvious one.  That is, it gestates within her and there is this 

deep connection.  There's also a connection, though, with the father which runs 

through the genetics itself.  And it is this genetic imperative here that says that 

these genes, these new ones, that they have to be nurtured and they have to be 

nurtured long enough so that they can survive.   

 

The 50th Gate: Spontaneous Knowledge 

Again, whenever we're dealing with a splenic system we’re always dealing with a 

center of survival consciousness.  It is an absolute essential to all forms of life, it is 

absolutely necessary to survive.  Survival is the main thing.  And the thing about the 

nature of the 50th gate is that what the 50th gate brings us in its parallel or its sym-

metry to the 6th gate, is that rather than bringing these waves that potentially have 

clarity, here we have the presence of spontaneous knowledge and spontaneous 

knowledge through three different processes.   

 

And spontaneous knowledge in the sense that this is a defense mechanism and it is a 

defense mechanism first and foremost; in other words, to protect oneself to stay 

alive.  And it operates in a wave.  It moves out as a kind of frequency, a better word, 

as it moves out from the 50.  You have the inner instinct and then you have the 

middle intuition and you have the outside collective judgmentation.  And this even-

tually leads to the logical mind and this leads to the individual mind.  It leads to the 

foundation of what is our intelligence.   
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So it is something to grasp that there is a huge difference between mating, which is 

dumb, and nurturing, which is intelligent, which is kind of a great joke about life and 

love, isn’t it.  You dumbly match up with somebody and then you end up with all this 

great care and concern and intelligence applied to the offspring.  The human comedy 

or the human tragedy, I guess, whichever way you like.  But it’s something to grasp 

that any transformation that's going to take place in this life force is going to bring a 

transformation that's going to take place in this life force.  That is, a transformation 

that is going to change ultimately the way in which we think.  All of these things are 

related to each other in the continuity, all of them. 

 

So, we are entering into a totally new world, we really are, but not for us.  Many of 

you, many of us will get there.  We’ll get to see the beginnings of what is really just 

a continuity of what we already see.  But it's for what happens 50 years from now, 

100 years from now in terms of the way in which human beings are prepared and 

the way in which they are nurtured.  It is essential. 

 

The Knowledge is for Children 

From the very beginning, the deepest thing that was clear to me, from the very mo-

ment that I was given the knowledge was that the most difficult thing I was going to 

have to do was teach it to adults.  That was going to be difficult part.  And it wasn't 

who the knowledge was for.  It isn’t that it’s not for you, but in the sense that it is 

only through adults that ultimately it could be made available for children.   

 

The dilemma is that homogenization doesn't teach us who we are; it teaches us what 

it wants us to be, what the school systems do, as an example, what any kind of or-

ganized society and culture does to its young.  We give them homogenization tools.  

Yes,  we teach them how to read and write, but at the same time we tell them how 

to behave like everybody else, behave the way they're expected to, do what they're 

expected to do, and on and on.   

 

One of the things that’s clear is that the most fundamental aspect of knowledge that 

young people deserve is not part of their education.  That is, they're not taught to 

understand themselves, to understand themselves uniquely, to be given the tools to 

be able to operate uniquely, and the awareness to be able to demand from others 

that they are treated with respect.  This is the most important education that we can 

bring to any young person.  And not simply that it gives them advantages in life.  I 

think that's an obvious.  But it is about being able to prepare them for a world in 

which the structure that we understand, have always understood, and have lived 

with for generations is beginning to break down.   

 

The Cross of Planning 

It was in 1610 that the Cross of Planning began, and it ends in 2027.  It is all we 

have known in what is, relatively speaking, our modern history.  It’s all we under-
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stand about the nature of the modern human being.  It has been the background to 

our development of our societies and our cultures, the way that we are integrated 

together, the way we have institutions that support our societies.  All of this is Cross 

of Planning.  And of course, this is something that is going to literally disappear.  

This is not one of those markers where you say, well, you won’t ready feel the 

change.   

 

If you want to know what it feels like, watch the Nodes of the Moon in the daily tran-

sits, watch the Nodes.  And when you get a situation where the Nodes are going to 

bring definition to you, they’re going to condition you, they’re going to bring defini-

tion to a hanging gate that you have, or whatever the case may be, pay attention to 

that.  Pay attention to it as long as it's there.  

Make sure that you notice it every day, and 

then see what happens, what it feels like the 

moment that it goes away.  You feel it instant-

ly.  It is an instant change; something is taken 

away. 

 

We don't know any different.  We don't know 

any different because in 1610 we have been 

living with exactly the same background fre-

quency—40/37, 16-9.  The 40/37, the Channel 

of Community, Channel of the Family, Channel 

of the Institutions, build the schools, hire the 

police, do all of that stuff.  Everything is a bar-

gain, everything is a contract.  My God, since 

1610 the largest exponential growth in human work is lawyers.  It’s our contract 

world.  And the 16, the skills and that 9, that deep focus on those skills, the deep 

focus on all the details, the foundation of science in 1610, what has happened in the 

scientific explosion of knowledge, the detail, the skills and all of that there to benefit 

the tribe in its contract.   

 

We talk about the social contract between the government and its people.  It's all a 

contract.  And in 2027 the contracts get torn up.  It will disappear as a background 

frequency.  There will not be this driving force for any of that.  And it's not like it just 

disappears, it gets replaced with something.   

 

The 1st Line Theme Moving Into a 6th Line Theme 

There’s something else, something to really think about.  We’re living in the 1st line 

theme of the Cross of Planning.  These larger cycles operate in the precession of the 

equinox.  In other words, they move retrograde.  So as we have moved through this 

Cross of Planning in 1610 we started in the 37th gate, 6th line.  And now we’re down 

to the 1st line.  In 1961 we entered into the 1st line.   

 

It’s an interesting thing for me.  I'm a 1st line being, I’m a 5.1, profile-wise, and until 

I was 13 years of age, I was born in 1948, until I was 13 years of age I just didn't 
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know why I was even in the world.  I really felt out of place.  The world was just not 

my place.  And then in the 1961 it went into a 1st line theme, and everything clicked 

into place.  In 2027 it’s going to go into a 6th line theme.  Those of you that have a 

6th line in your profile, it's going to be quite something to enter into that world and 

resonate to it.  But if you're somebody like me who has a 1st line, by the time that 

you get to 2027 and it disappears, it’s going to be really like that this is not my 

world.   

 

The Change from Tribal Gates to Individual Gates 

The background frequency is going to change.  And not only is it going to change in 

terms of the line frequency, it is going to change in terms of the gates.  It’s going to 

go from being tribal collective to being three parts individual, and the only other 

aspect, the 59, is under mutation and is moving us in a totally different direction in 

terms of our fertility.  And the 20/34, instead of the 40/37, instead of the bargain, 

the contract, instead of all of that tribal stuff you’ve got busy, busy, busy, you better 

be busy, otherwise you’re not going to survive—busy, busy, busy, busy, busy, busy, 

busy, busy, busy, very busy, busy surviving.   

 

Wow, is that different, I tell you.  And the 20/34 is busy alone, for themselves, for 

their own individuation.  This is not the social contract.  The 20/34 within the context 

of caring is only caring about itself.  It is only self-concerned.  I am busy now, I am 

busy now, don't bother me.  This is not, “you have my support, dear, let's go do it,” 

this is not the tribe.  And all the things that come with it, the trains that run on time, 

the phone that's answered when you dial 911, all that stuff, the shipments of food 

that mysteriously come out of the air for some Fourth World horrendous sickness 

famine zone.  This is all part of the Cross of Planning. 

 

The Pressure to Nurture our Young 

It’s disappearing; the life force is changing.  And it puts enormous pressure here to 

nurture our young, to nurture our young with the deepest possible intelligence and 

awareness that we can give them, to heal them of homogenization, to nourish them 

in a way in which both their body and their mind and their spirit is correct, and it is 

the pressure that is here, to preserve.  And as this begins to split off, and as this 

human fertility begins to diminish, that each and every one of these children deserve 

the utmost of what is possible in terms of providing them for the tools that they need 

to survive in the world. 

 

This is what the genetic imperative is always about.  It's not enough to make more.  

You have to be able to endow them with what they need.  And for us the imperative 

is much more profound in that each one of these children that are born, this is prob-

ably the only opportunity they are ever going to have.  This is it.  And they deserve 

the right not to be concerned about the reproductive necessities for the future.  Not 

to be worried about that they have to find that bond and lose themselves in the rela-

tionship; no, not at all.   
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The 55.6: Selfishness 

It is about the fulfillment of their unique potential.  When that precession of equinox 

slides into the 55th gate in 2027, slides into that 6th line, the 55.6 is the line of sel-

fishness.  The 55th gate is the gate of the spirit, the potential of the spirit, the deep-

est spirit within us.  Selfishness; the opening theme of the cycle is selfishness.  And 

that pressure, how important it is not to see 

this in the context that that's somehow 

ugly.  It isn't.  We are here.  We are here to 

totally surrender to enlightened selfishness.  

If you cannot be correct, if you cannot live 

your life correctly, none of this matters.  It 

is Strategy and Authority.  It’s Strategy and 

Authority that aligns you to what is possible 

for you. 

 

Human Design as a science of differentiation 

is based on the reality that we see within 

the mechanics itself that every human being 

has the potential to differentiate in this life.  

We are here to express our uniqueness.  

That's all we have.  We're not here to ex-

press our genetic future.  That's history.  We're not here to say that I gave my life 

for my children.  It’s not about that.  It's about first and foremost you have to be 

selfish for yourself, you have to be correct.  Only then are you able to love, to care.   

 

Only then does it not matter what the movie is, or the way the movie goes.  It’s just 

a story, after all.  This is the turning of the wheel.  But in this movie, in this turning 

of the wheel, we do not have to go blindly.  We don't.  That's not what this know-

ledge is for.  It says you’re here to have the most open eyes.  The magic of what it is 

to see.  And you only begin to see when you liberate yourself from the homogenized 

program; strategy, Inner Authority, step-by-step, cell-by-cell deconditioning until 

you reach that place in which your mind can finally begin to watch and see.  It's our 

glory, and in that lies our wisdom; the beauty that is there inherent in each and 

every one of us.   

 

Reaching the Place of Our Potential 

As I watch the 59 slowly but surely go through a deep, deep mutative transition, for 

me it is a marker that gives great hope for the possibility of any human being to be 

able to reach that place of their potential.  It will give us this possibility by diminish-

ing the pressure on the intimacy side, to begin to open up the fact that if we do not 

nourish ourselves, if we do not nourish our intelligence, if we do not transform our 

process now we might as well just surrender and stop all the bullshit about you want 

to change, because it's what Human Design brings.   
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It brings a very, very simple mechanic.  Very simple—strategy, Inner Authority—it’s 

simple; I didn’t say it was easy.  Nothing is easy, nothing worth having is easy.  

Nothing of value comes right away.  But the mechanism, the mechanics, they work.  

This is the only way to free yourself of mental decision making.  That's the enemy.  

It doesn't matter which way the wind blows.  It doesn't.   

 

If you're operating correctly you always know, you're always going to know where to 

be and in that what's there to see and the life that is there for you to experience 

without the pain, without the suffering, without the martyrdom, without all the stuff, 

without all the whining.  The homogenized world whines all the time.  This is an in-

credible life.  It’s an incredible privilege to be alive, to be conscious.  It’s an extraor-

dinary privilege to have the knowledge that you don't need to be fooled, that you 

don't need to be lost.  Anyway, Strategy and Authority, it’s the only way. 

 

Well, to all of you, I hoped you enjoyed that.  Until next time; you all take care, bye 

for now.   

 

 

~ 

 
 

 
Next month: The Supporting Forces  
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